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APPENDIX

ABSTRACT
Deinkability of UV-cured inks becomes increasingly

important as more printers turn to this faster and easier

printing method. Unfortunately, accordingly to Ortner, Wood

and Gartermann all known deinking process and formulations failed
to deink these printing inks. Therefore it was the objective

of this study to determine the feasibility of deinking paper

printed with this new solventless ink. A critical review of the

literature on flotation deinking was made. Zeta potential of the

UV-cured ink was measured. The results were used to explain the

effect of flotation influenced by pH, hardness and flotation chemicals.
The effect of the kind and quantity of chemicals used in the flotation

operation were investigated. It was found that by using sodium
silicate-peroxide cook followed by notation using toluene and
oleic acid as collectors an ink speck-free sheet was obtained.

To avoid fiber flotation a consistency as low as 0.3% is required.
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OVERVIEW OF DEINKING-CONVENTIONAL VS FLOTATION

The shortage of raw materials and the increase in their
prices, together with ecological considerations have put a spotlight
on the recycling of materials. The first attempt to reuse printed
paper by eliminating most of the ink from the wastepaper occured
at the mill of George Balthasar Illy in Den Mark in 1695 (1).
Sometimes later Mathias Koops was granted the first patent on deinking
py the British Patent Office (1). More recently, because of the great
advances in printing, coating, and modification of paper by converters
to impart special properties, deinking is most generally defined as
..

the removal of ink and. other objectionable, non fibrous materials

from a slurry of wastepaper, making fibers suitable, again, for

paper making. Several comprehensive reviews of secondary fiber tech
nology are available (1-5).
The conventional __ deinking process involves two phases.
The first causes the ink particle to detach from the fiber by using
a combination of chemical, thermal and mechanical energy in the re
pulping stage. The second phase separates the detached ink particle
from the fiber. The conventional washing deinking processes are based
on the simpler principles of ei.ther screening, or pressing and
washing th ink away from the fiber. The success of conventional wahing
deinking depends on the degree to which the ink constituents are f
finely divided and dispersed in the aqueous medium and ease of sep
aration of the ink from the mixture in a proportion equal to that
of the water itself. Typicalthickeners concentrating by a factor ot
-1-

six, remove 85% of the water from the stock and, in the ideal
situation in which ink behaves almost as a solute, each washing ::,; t
stage:would remove 8596 of the ink present, reaching more than 99%

ink removal in the course of three stages of washing. However, this
ideal is not realized in practice. The ink is not all dispersed t
into particles so fine that they behave as a solute, so some inky
aggregates are trapped in and amomg the fibers during dewatering.
A different approach to the problem of deinking is

f�oth
flotation deinking. This is based on amethod used in the me
_,..,..
metallurgical industry for concentrating ores prior to smelting
and refining. Pierre Hines of Portland, Oregon, may have.been the
.
I
first to investigate the application of the process to the deinking
of pa·per in the mid-1930•s. J .w. Jelks started the first commercial
deinking installation in 1950 (11). The first phase of detachment
of printing ink is the same as the conventional washing process.
It is the subsequent process of separating the ink from fiber that
the conventional washing and the new flotatf.on process differ. After
the initial

stages of pulping, cleaning, screening and deflaki�,

the stock is diluted and introduced into flotation cells at� con
sistency of about 0.8% with flotation chemicals added. Flotatio_,,n.- ··
r .· ·..·.
cells differ in design (Voith (14-21) and Escher Wyss (35-37)) but
the common principle is the introduction into the stock of air bubbles
to which ink particles become attached, the lowered density causes
the aerated ink to rise .to the surface of the cell, where the chemicals
connect the ink to a stable floating foam which is continuously
removed.

-2-
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When applied to deinking the froth flotation process
produces notable performance. As the process is extre�ely selective
a fine dividing line between ink and fiber can be drawn. Higher?
yields result as the fillers can be retained. Tre paper stock is
generally much brighter than washed stock as flotation much more
effectively removes carbon particles than does washing (12).
Due to this fact it is possible to make deinked stock with brightness•
and color similar to virgin pulps. Because of the nature of froth
flotation process, water is used as a working medium rather than
an active part of the process. This makes it neccessary only to l
lose the water contained in the froth which makes possible a water
loss as low as 500 gallons per ton of paper processed. Cost . of
��_ ..
operating is generally lower than conventional methods. This is due
to the fact that the amount of cooking chemicals can be generally
reduced as it is only necc_essary to make the ink separate from the
fiber. Since it is not neccessary to make the ink particles sm.all
enough to wash through the fiber mat a smaller amount of chemical
is sufficient.(12,34). In addition to the cooking chemicals, frothers,
and collectors and other materials are required. These generally
amount to less than $1.00
per ton as the materials used are low
'
priced and the quantity involved is small, consequently, the total
cost of using the flotation process is generally lower than the
conventional washing process due to the savings in cooking chemical.

_,_

THEORY OF FLOTATION (7-10)
Basic Theory

The basic phenomenon involves in flotation process is

that particles are carried upwards and held in the froth by virtue

of their being attached to an air bubble, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

1 , o'

OD

Fig.1 Flotation by particle-laden air bubbles
The theory to explain the adhesion of a particle to the bubble::was

supposed to be electrical in nature. However the importance of

contact angle has become generally recognized (8). In a three

phase system there will be a point where all three phases come

together and form contact angle as shown in· FJ,_g. 2.

Fig.2 Equilibrium contact between an air bubble
and a solid immersed in a liquid.

The interfacial tension is expressed through Young equation.
VSG-

=

VSL + VLGCOS �
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Where

VSG

=

VLG
¢

=

VSL

=

=

Interfacial tension between solid and air

Interfacial tension between solid and liquid
Interfacial tension between liquid and air

Contact angle

If the contact angle of a particle is low, this means that the

liquid wets the particle in preference to air and air-particle co
contact is impossible. Conversely a contact angle of above 90•

would represent indifference of a solid to the fluid phase.

Contact angles of above 50• to 75• are required for satisfactory
flotation.

Ways of improving flotation

Flotation effect can be enhanced by the addition of additives,

known as collectors, which adsorb strongly on the particle with the

result that the contact angle increases to the point where flotation

is possible. In practice foaming agents (frothers) are added to
stabilize the foam formed d.uring the flotation process.

Since a complete monolayer of collector should give-the

greatest contact angle, one would expect that this condition would

also give the best flotation. Gaudin and Sun (7) found that bubble
adhesion is maximum when there is only 5-15% monolayer coverage by,.·
the collector and decreases with further coverage. It is thought

that when the bubble and particle interfaces merge, penetration of
the film of collector around the bubble occurs. This interlocking

between the two films stabilizes the air bubble-particle system and

is, therefore, most favored when the particles are only .partly covered
with a film of collector. The function of the foaming agents as such
may therefore be of the secondary importance as the particles them
selves act as foam stabilizers {8).

Some physical chemical variables in flotation. (9,25,46)
The effect of zeta potential

Experiment by Iwasaki, et al.(9) showed the influence

of the sign and magnitude of the surface charge on flotation.

It was also shown that the collector must be anionic when the
zeta potential of the particles is positive and cationic when the

zeta potential of the particles is negative. Since zeta potential

can be altered by pHm separation of particles can be achieved by

finding conditions where-particles may be oppositely charged sot

that a cationic ar anionic collector adsorbed on the desired materials.
For example, in considering the notation separation of a mixture

of quartz and rutile, the two minerals are oppositely charged between
approximately pH 3 and 6. Within this pH range quartz can be floated
from rutile with an alkylammonium collector or, on the other hand,

rutile can be floated from quartz with a sulfonate collector. Above

pH 6, however, both materials are negatively charged, and a separation
can not be achieved with these collectors (9). Cellulosic fibers

generally have negative zeta potentials and carbon black has a positive

zeta potenti�l, therefore, it is possible to separate fiber and

carbon black by using an anionic collector such as fatty acids in
flotation deinking (46).

The effect of collector structure

Collectors are long chain electrolytes having charges which

are either anionic, cationic or both. Both the hydrocarbon chain

and ionic head on the chain control the chemical and physical pro

perties of the collector. The ionic head determines whether the c
-6-

collectors are:strong electrolytes which ionize completely in solution,

or weak electrolytes which ionize only slightly or hydrolyze tol

form neutral molecules. Because the tendency of hydrocarbon chains

to be expelled from water� surfactant ions in aqueous solution tend
to associate into micells, namely into clusters of ions with the

charged heads oriented towards the water ahd the associated hydro-

carbon chains thereby removed from the water. The balance between
the free energy decrease upon removal of the chain from water and

the free energy increase due:to the !:' electrostatic repulsion between
the charged heads control the micelle size and other factors. The·

length of the hydrocarbon chain is the dominant factor and controls

the concentration in solution at which micelles .begin .·to·:form; This
concentration is called the critical micelle concentration (CMC)

Bechstein reported that flotation efficiency was increased
as the
r·

(9).

•

length of the chain grew. The reason for improved collection effect

is basically that the hydrophobicity of the noes formed increases

as the length of the chain grows. More favorable results are obtained
with unsaturated long chain fatty acid soaps becauses the increase

in hydrophylic and polar tendency.of the unsaturated acid probably
stabilizes the collecting floes in the liquid, preventing their

rising too quickly to the surface of the liquid, therefore encouraging

the formation of froth. Heavily unsaturated fatty acids of the cl

clupanodonic acid type which are too hydrophobic are not suitable

as flotation collectors .in the deinking process (25).

-7-

FLOTATION DEINKING
Flota:tion Deinking Process

The principle of notation, when applied to deinking

can be defined as n Separation of colour and other inorganic
pigments from fiber in a suspension by means of air bubbles according
to the different wettabillty of the components w�(37). The

separation of ink from wastepaper occurs in two stages: 1. mechano

chemical and thermal within the pulper. 2. physical-chemical in

the notation cell. During the first stage the wastepaper is repulped

into individual fibers in the pre�ence of heat and chemicals, such

as sodium peroxide, sodium silicate, sodium hydroxide or hypochlorite.
The binder is·saponified and the ink emulsified and =emoved from

the fibers. In addition the applied bleaching chemicals increase

or maintain the basic brightness of the fibers. In the second stage
..

the separated inks are floated out of the fiber suspension after

dilution to about 1% consistency; Flotation is obtained by generating
air bubbles in the notation cell. These are established with

foaming chemicals which decrease.the surface tension of the water.
The pigments are actually heavier in water and may submerge or

remained susp�nded because of their small particle size and hydro
phobic properties. They cannot yet float to the surface where the

removal would be effected. Tre flotation and consequent removal of

the pigment particles is accomplished if they are made even more

hydrophobic using a collector chemical to attach them to a bubble.
-8-

The air bubbles and the attached pigment particles a�e--floated to

the surface due to their bouyancy and form a layer of foam there.

This foam with its pigment particles is removed continuously from

the remaining fiber suspension. A schematic view of the ink and of
the pigment flotation is represented in Fig. 4 (34).

Fig.4 Flotation Principle

�-. . . ·�. ·.

The bouyancy of the foam is determined by the type and
amount of the applied foamer and collector chemicals and by the
correctly selected weight ratio of these two chemicals. It should

be emphasized that accurate on chemical balance has:a..prpnounced

influence on the ability to remove printing ink and, generally, on

the overall result of the process. There are three main criteria

essential for the success of the flotation deinking process: 1. The

quality of the used wastepaper and the properties of its printing ink.
2. The chemicals used in.the flotation deinking system. 3. The design

and operation of the deinking system (14-21,35-37). The first two

criteria will be discussed later in this paper.

-9-

Historical Review and Previous Researches

This is only an overview of the literature cited with

some historical background. The details of the researches are

covered under the appropriate heading concerned.

In the mid-1930•s Pierre Hines of Portland, Oregon

seems to have been the first to investigate the application of d�
deinking process to the recycling of wastepaper {13). J.W. Jelks

started the first deinking plant in 1950 (11-13). In 1956, Voith

caught up the idea and designed an appropriate flotation cell and
notation process (14-18), A detailed report on the application of

the flotation process for removal of printing ink particles fr.om

fibrous stock in Europe was given by Mack, Wultsch and Ortner of

the J.M Voith GmbH (19-21). Raimondo (22) has studied operational
parameters, including proportions of different types of wastepaper,

time of deinking, temperature during deinking, hardness of water,
. '

pH of suspension, impeller speed, quantity of air present .. a.nd the

filler addition to stock during notation. Gartermann (23) has
discussed uses for the fibers recovered by flotation deinking.

Degussa (26) has described the use of sodium peroxide, sodium silicate
chelating agents, fatty acids and soft soap and their function in

the flotation deinking process. He stated that in the deinking of

printing paper which contains mechanical pulp, it is neccessary to
use mild alkali, usually sodium silicate, and a nonionic surface

active agent. The latter is particularly neccessary when large e�
amounts of printing ink binding materials are present, ::which are
-10-

difficult to saponify. Flotation of the printing ink is brought�

about by its agglomeration into floes, which are produced when the
,;;

hardness constituents of the water precipitate soaps of fatty acids.

Unsaturated long-chain fatty acids or carboxylates formed ·:from these
fatty acids with small amounts of saturated long-chain fatty acids,

are suitable collecting agents. Sodium can considerably improve the

collecting effect of soaps and fatty acids (25). Lausch and Ortner·

had reported on the influence of ink composition on flotation (32). ·
The details are under the heading

Gonera (33) found that preliminary

w

The wastepaper & printing ink. w.

ff

desizing

ff

will avoid the fiber

flotation trouble of woodfree waste. Clewly, Holden and Jones had

reported the comparison of flotation and the conventional washing

deinking with respect to operating cost, pulp quality and water

consumption (34). Recently a new flotation cell unit, claimed to

be low in investment and operating cost, has been developed by-the

Escher Wyss Company. The aeration system called the Inferator-aeration
system consists of a driven hollow shaft with an aeration head over

hung at the lower end. This is a cylinder with at least two rows

,,

•
of holes-arranged along the circumference
for the exit of air, which·

are covered by vortex generators. Their hydraulic profiles cause

sucking of air through the hollow .shaft and a fin� dispersion of

the generated air bubbles into tje surrou..�ding liquid. Additional

compressed air can be supplied and air can be precisely controlled
by means of a rotameter (35-37), Experiments on deinking UV-cured

ink by froth flotation method were carried out by Vanderhoff (39-41)
and Dinkfeld (38) as the conventional washing method failed to

deink the new soventless ink (45).

-11-
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Waste paper and Printing Ink
The chemicals used, the equipment, and the cooking
conditions will vary considerably, depending on the nature of the
wastepaper used, the character of printing inks, adhesives, and
other noncellulosic materials, and to· a large extent on the end
use of the final pulp. Thus, one of the criteria essential for the
success of the flotation process is the quality of the wastepaper
and the properties and the quantity of the printing ink.
A critical review of the previous researches reveals

the importance of the wastepaper and its contaminants on the deinking
process. For the deinking of groundwood-free waste which is not

likely to yellow in alkali, usually 5% caustic soda is used at the
pulper at temperature of about 6o•c. But in the deinking of printing

paper which contains mechanical pulp and large amounts of printing
ink, the use of sodium silicate and nonionic surface active agents
is reccommended._ (25). Gonera found that deinking of wood-free coated
and surfaced sized wastepaper by flotation was subject to very great · ·
difficulty associated with the tendency of the whole suspension
to float so that a selective separation of ink and fiber was impossible
under these conditions. By preliminary ttdesizing" he was able to

avoid much of the fibers tendency to flocculate (33). Raimondo sh?we.d
the effects of the different proportions of the two principle kinds

of wastepaper used-newspaper and magazine in floatation deinking.
It was observed that increased brightness was obtained with increased
use of magazine stock. The highest brightness was obtained when the

-12-

stock was composed of about 100% magazine or 100% newspaper. However

the percentage of the ink removal was higher when using 100% magazine
stock than with 100% newspaper (22). Lausch and Ortner carried out

an experiment to show the influence of ink composition on the flotatior
process. The variations of the components of.the printing inks were

as follows: 1, type of carbon black, 2. binder, 3. dispersing method,

and 4. soluble dyes. The results showed that American and English

newsprints printed with American gas carbon black which was inten
sively dispersed in asphalt varnish and was in the presence of soluble

dyes was more difficult to deink than German newspapers printed with

German carbon black normally dispersed in colophony or stearine pitch
varnish. There is also the fact that American and English in generall

have a very mu.ch lower filler content than the German varieties.
These properties were less decisive in heavily coated or filled papers
(e.g. magazine papers), since, here, despite the very mu.ch higheri •:

proportion of ink actually. used, less of this adheres tb the fiber·

surface. It is usually sufficient to destroy the coating and remove
the fillers or coating solids from the fibrous suspension. Tm

penetration of printing inks into chemical pulp fibers is not so

pronounced as it is with the very much more absorptibe mechanical

fibers.· It was .. also mentioned that optimum conditions of process

or formulation·should be examined carefully in the laboratory (32).
-1,-

Chemicals in the flotation deinking process

One of the main criteria essential for the success

of flotation process is the chemicals used. It should be emphasized

that accurate following of the recipe has a pronounced influence

on the removal of printing ink and, generally, on the overall result
of the process. By and large there are six basic types of chemicals
used in the flotation deinking process: alkali, bleaching agents,

stabilizers, chelating agent, surface active agent and collecting

agent •.

Alkali

The primary effect of caustic 1s to increase the swelling

of the cellu.losic fibers. The addition of alkali will also cause

the binders used in conventional printing inks to saponify, or at

least to weaken to such an extent that their capacity to adhere to

the.fiber is overcome. In general, as alkali concentration increases,
an increase in deinking effectiveness is also observed (25). The

absorption of OH ions is thought to increase the electrostatic

�1-.,

repulsion between the fibers and the ink particles and thus resul�· -'·

in greater ink detachment. The quantity added amounts to 4-8'6
depending on the types of the wastepaper.

j,

Bleaching Agent

For bleachin.g sodium peroxide is generally used. In

addition to its bleaching function, it serves to saponify ink

binders, thereby freeing the ink from the fibers. Instead of sodium

-14-

peroxide, equivalent amounts of hydrogen peroxide and caustic soda
can be added. The sodium peroxide yields the active oxygen, and also
the alkalinity essential for the loosening of the printing inks.
Caustic soda alone would cause a yellowing of the pulp, especially
if the stock contains agreater amounts of groundwood.(26). For
wastepaper 1.5-2.0% of sodium peroxide is added.
Stabilizers
As peroxides are very unstable, water glass ( sodium silicate

is used as a stabilizer. In addition to its stabilizing effect, water

glass assists in separating printing inks from the fibers. Bechstein
showed that at the same pH sodium silicate gave a better deinking
effect than caustic soda. Moreover, because of their dispersing F

properties silicates are also used to keep the suspended solids from
redepositing on;tbe fibers. Alkaline silicates at low concentration
are very good emulsifiers, so many oil-based inks and soils are

-�·./

emulsified more completely, and organic acids are saponified (31).
The quantity added amounts to 3-5% (26).
Chelating Agent

. ., . -' -� '.
,

..

'.

. " ' .

The presence of heavy metal ions in the pulp and, paper
mill water leads to catalytic decomposition of the peroxide bleaching
agent. This disadvantage can be avoided if the iron and manganese
ions are masked. For this purpose, the chelating agent has. proved
of value. Th� addition of small quantities to the bleaching solution
leads to a brightness improvement of 1-3 points (26). Desirable
'
:

advantages are a reduction of deposits built up in the sys.tem and
"

{) I

.....

..

. . , .... ... .
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an improved dewatering at the thickeners. The quantitu to be added

is 0.3-0.4%.

_Surface Active Agents

Surface active _agents, excluding the soaps and fatty acids

used as collectors, play a major role in the detachment of printing
ink particles from fibers. These materials disperse the colors and

form the foam needed for the notation process. Most anionic surface
active agents have a strong tendency to foam which makes them par
ticularly undesirable for the flotation process.(26). However,

nonionic detergent such as the slightly ethoxylated nonylphenols,

have proven to be most efficient for this purpose (25). These

emulsifiers must not however hinder the agglomeration of the collec

ting agents. The quantity to be applied is 0.1-0.2%(26). Pine oil,

cresylic acid and certain synthetic alcohols are also used as frothers

to stabilize the foam (7,11).
Collecting Agents

Various soaps and fatty acids are used as collectors to

promote attachment of the particles to be floated to the passing

air. Unsaturated acids such as oleic and linoleic or carboxylates

formed from these fatty acids with small amount of saturated long
chain fatty acids, are suitable as collecting agents (25). The

quantity of collectors used is O.B-1.0% fatty acids or 2.5-3.�

soft soap (with fatty acid content 40%) ( 26). Xylene, benzene·,

kerosene and toluene are also used.
-16--

FLOTATION PARAMETERS.
Optimization of flotation can be achieved by controlling

the following physical op�rating conditions in the flotation cell.
Some of these parameters are: water hardness, pH, consistency,

particle size, bubble size, impeller speed, quantity of air present,

dwell time and temperature,

Water Hardness

Soft soap is generally used as a collector to increase

the hydrophobic properties of the pigments in the deinking system.
This soap can form an insoluble calcium soap with calcium ions in

the water. These calcium soaps create sticky flakes on which the
detached printing ink particles and the dispersed air bubbles

accumulate. As the air bubbles rise to the surface, the detached

printing ink particles with the flakes are also carried upward to

the surface of the suspension where they can be skimmed off as froth.

According to Bechstein, maximum flotation is achieved whenever all

the hardness agents are floccuated and there is a slight excess of

free surface active soap (25). If however optimum water hardness

is exceeded, then all surface active soaps are precipitated, leaving

nothing to act as frother. Excessive collector also tends to increase
fiber loss due to entrainment in the large sticky flakes. EA1)erimenta
by Raimondo showed otherwise (22). lle found that a minimum (more

than 36 ppm)·amount of calcium ions was neccessary, but that excessive
calcium ions did not hinder the notation process. Higher regions

-17-

(more than 715 ppm) caused an .obvious decrease in surface tension
...

and this made bubbles formation difficult to control. However, the
resulting brightness was the same as before.

iicI
Flotation may be controlled by pH as it regulates the
ionization of collectors from molecular to ionic species which

in turn affects adsorption on the particulate matter (9). For
system containing solids with H + or OH- determining ions, the

role of pH is of great importance. Regulation of pH may indirectly
affect potential determining ions. Jaycock reported the influence
of pH on the zeta potential of cellulose suspensions (10). Practical
difficulties were. ·encountered in the extreme regions. Below pH 5,
large bubbles formed, and frothing was at times uncontrollable. With
high pH above 11 a thick dense froth was observed with the formation
of very small bubbles. The disadvantage of high p� was a definite
yellowing of the fiber and· fiber notation due to the increase�

-�· \.

8-10 (22).

·~·;>

surface tension. The recommended pH in flotation deinking is *
Fiber Consistency

A consistency range of 5-6% in the primary stock preparation
phase generally allows for effective operation of the equipment a
and has no particular bearing on the efficiency of deinking as
such. However, the consistency during flotation should not be above
1.0%. Should this occur, too many fibers may be entrained with the
foam, which lowers the yield of the process. Likewise, more dirt
is entrained with the accepted stock. Dinkfeld has reported thet
a consistency as low as 0.5% is required in the deinking of UV-cured

ink (38).

-18-

Particle Size
In the flotation deinking process, particle size is

a parameter that is as important as the chemical balance.

According to Bechstein, the frequency of non-floated printing ink

particles is highest in the area below 5 micron and decreases with
increasing particle diameter (25). He explained that Brownian :ril
molecular movement counteracts, under 5 micron, the adhesion of
particles to be washed out to the air bubbles. Therefore, the

importance of agglomeration becomes obvious. Experiments by Mack
showed that the froth collected from flotation units contains

particles of ink 2-10 micron in size (19). He also found that par
ticles greater than 25 micron remain practically entirely in the

stock suspension. Vanderhoff has calculated the maximum size of an

ink particle which can be floated. For ink film density of 1.2

and 2.0 gm./cc, the correaponding values of the ink film diameter

are 1400 and 480 cm respectively. Thus theory shows that the notation
process can remove particles far larger than the largest size ink

particle (39).

Bubble Size and Number

The air bubbles should be as small as possible so that

greatest possible _1tactive" surface can be obtained with a certain

quantity of air. On the other hand, they must not be so small that

they do not break down in the froth where dirt has accumulated (37).
Too large or too many bubbles causes coalescing and hence a

corresponding reduction in available bubble surface for reaction (22).
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The bubble size is determined by the air quantity,·geometry

and the material of the opening where the bubbles are formed (37).

Experiments by Raimondo showed that bubble soze changed with pH (22).
The quantity of air

Fig. 5 shows schematically the influence of the air

throughput on·'.the size of the produced bubble (37). In the area of
bubble aeration the frequency of the bubble formation is constant.

If the air throughput is increased, the bubble diameter becomes large
and this increases the risk that the individual bubble will join

together to form a large bubble. If air quantity is further increased

the point of jet aeration is reached. This area should be avoided
because here, the bubbles formed can be of any size and number.

Raimondo found that too much air ie unfavorable for optimum results (22
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Fig.5 Bubble formation VS Air quantity
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Impeller Speed

Raimondo studied the effect of impeller speed on

brightness. The result showed that for good deinking to take

place, there must be a sufficient amount of turbulence in the

notation cell. A gain of 3.2% reflectance was obtained during

the first 500 rpm increases, a similar gain of 2.3% during the
second 500 rpm, and a gain of 1.5% during the third 500 rpm

increase; i.e., an increase of 7.0% with 1500 rpm. After 2500 rpm,

no further increase in brightness was observed, and the optimum

speed of revolution seemed to have been reached. This may be
explained by the gas precipitation theory (7), in that the

quantity of air passing into solution increases with the pressure

increase exerted by the impeller.

Dwell Time

In order to alloa the chemicals sufficient time to

react, a minimum of 30 minutes is required in the pulper. This

dwell time has a limit of 2; hours, beyond which both pero:dde
and water glass become ineffective and process reverae occurs

(pigment goes back into fiber) {36). As for flotation, a dwell time

of 8-10 minutes is usually adequate, with 6 minutes being the

minimum. Raimondo showed that brightness values of the two sides

of the sheet increase and approach a common value with increasinf

time of flotation. The time is increased by increasing the

number of flotation celis (22).

, '

I
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Temperature

A temperature of 40-45•c is recommended during

the pulping and flotation process. It is important when using
peroxides that 45•c should not be exceeded because peroxides
decomposes and are practically useless at temperature over

5o•c (36). Raimondo showed that the brightness of the deinked paper

increased as the temperature increased. The surface tension decreases

notably with temperature, while according to Henry•s law the
volume of the gas liberated increases with temperature. The

combined effect produced by these two variables could have a maximum

value in this region (40-45•0} (22).
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DEINKABILITY OF UV - CURED INKS
Deinkability of UV-cu.red inks becomes increasingly

important as more printers turn to this faster and easier printing

method (41-44). However, when these paper products are digested.
in aqueous alkali, tre ink film breaks down to particles of

50-100 micron diameter, which are too large to be washed from

the fiber suspension and thus appear as specks in the recycled

paper (39). Ortner, Wood, and Gartermann stated that with these p

printing inks, all known deinking process and formulations fail (45).

The acrylate polymers that are in the binder are not saponified,
but are further hardened in the alkali region common in the

currently used deinking methods. They reported that a reducing

cook of both sodium sulphite and sodium dithionite is somewhat

successful in breaking up the polymerizates and floating ou.t the
colored pigments. This cook is kipt at 45-6o•c with a pH value
between

s.o

and 8,5.

Vanderhoff has, however, reported some success with·

deinking UV-cured ink. Three recipes were used for digestion medium;d
1.) 0.4% sodium hydroxide (TAPPI RC 307); 2.) 1.4% sodium hydroxide,
0.12% sodium .carbonate, 0.03% tetrasodium pyrophosphate and 0.5%

Titron X-100 nonionic emulsifier and 3.) 1.5% sodium peroxide, 6.0%

sodium silicate and 0.05% Tritron X-100 (1). The paper printed with

UV-cured inks was not deinked satisfactorily using TAPPI RC-307

sodium hydroxide system, but waa deinked satisfactorily using the
-23-

•0

sodium peroxide systems. Later it has been shown-that fully

cured UV ink cannot be satisfactorily dispersed by peroxide.

Experiments by Dinkfeld showed that, for deinking UV-cured ink,
the flotation process was more effective than the side hill.

However the optimum flotation cell condition was not found and a
consistency as low as 0.5% was reported to be essential for the

deinking process by this method (38).
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The objective of this study was to find the optimum

flotation cell condition. Since physical absorption was believed

to be the mechanism for ink particle .collection, Phase I was
designed to study the influence of pH, :--·.hardness

on the zeta potential of the UV-cured ink. Phase

and
II

chemicals

was designed

to study the effect of hardness and chemicals on flotation efficiency.

Design Outlines
procedure.

Details of the experiments were given under experimental
Phase

I

Zeta Potential Studies

A. Ink particle-water system
1.

2.

pH variations

hardness variations

B. Measurement of zeta potential

Phase II Flotation Studies

A. Effect of Chemicals on Flotation
1.

quantities variations

2.

types variations

1.

hardness variations

1.

brightness determination

B. Effect of hardness
�. Evaluations
2.

3.

yield determination

Handsheet evaluation
-25-
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Experiments were designed in to

two

phases. General

experimental procedure �ill be explained here for each phase
and will be used
Phase I

t hroughout

the experiments unless specified.

Zeta Potential Study
The UV cured- type ink ob tained from Sun Chemical Company

was applied onto aluminium foil with a wire wound rod and was
cured by UV lamp (sun lamp). After complete curing

t he

UV-cured

ink film was scraped off and ground in a 1 quartz-size Waring
blender for 30 minutes (30?6 variac) at a concen tration,o!

approximately 1 gm./500 ml.

The ink suspension was then screened

through a 100 mesh screen. The zeta potential was measured with
�Laser Zee tm Model 500� from Pen Kem Inc••
1.

• I.

.

.

,. .

-

Effect of pH on zeta potential of UV-cured ink

The pH of the sc·reened ink particle suspension was
modified by using HCl and NaOH.
2.

Effect of hardness on the zeta potential of UV-cured ink

· The hardness

o:.

the ink suspension was controlled by adding
.

'

cac12• The zeta potential was measured at 0-300 ppm hardness at
• -···

pH7.0.

.

.

Phase II

. .

Flotation s tudies

... ··-t. ·, ::.. :-.
:i�
.

. ... .... . ,- ,.,

. :·:· -r

4�

.,

J

This research was carried out with a wood-free ' bleached
.. •- . . . . ,.
•• ..

•T

"

' '

kraft board printed )tith UV-cured ink and was obtained from·<

R�R. Donnely & Sons Compa..�y of Crawfordsville, Indianna •. The;
sample was slurried. for 30 minutes a t 4 % consistency and at:.-

6o•c

in a laboratory Waring Blender('(,:.,0%( variac). The cooking

formula

used are :

.'-·,

Alkali :

6% sodium silicate

1% H2o2
Nonionic surface active agent :

Bleaching agent :

0.05% Titron_ X-100 (Rohm & Haas)

The specific flotation cell conditions are define.d in

detail within each group of experiments that is covered in the
presentation and discussion of the result. Unless otherwise·
specified, the slurry after cooking was floated in a Voith

laboratory flotation cell. The flotation cell conditions were as
follow: r 11

consistency:

300 ppm as Caco,
15 minutes

hardness:

time:

0.3�

temperature:
frother:

45•(:c

0.3% pine oil

anionic collector:

cationic collector:
co-collector:

Evaluation

(Yamor F, Hercules)

oleic acid (Pamak4 from Hercules)
a.mine (Amine D, Hercules)

toluene

Handsheets were made from the Noble & Wood machine

and the brightness was measured by using Zeiss Elrepho brightne�s

tester (filter# 8-R457), Yield was calculated from the weights

of the sampl� and rejects after notation. Ink speck rating was

given by number for comparison purpose. The trial samples were

included in the appendix for visual examination.
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PRESENTATIONS & DISCUSSIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

below.
Phase I

The experimental results are presented and discussed
Zeta Potential Studies

The effects of pH & hardness on zeta potential 9f

UV-cured ink were studied.
1.

Effect of pH on zeta potential of U'l-cured ink
The pH of the ink suspension was adjusted by

HCl & NaOH. The zeta potential of the suspension was measured
at various pH.

Results

pH

zeta pot. (mV)
Discussion

7

6

-27.7

-30.8

8

-35.1

9

10

-39.8

-52.2

. .... .

As the pH increased the surface charge of the ink became

more negative. The zeta potential changed from -27.7 mV to -52.2
mV as the pH changed from 6 to 10. The same result was obtained
for bleached cellulose fibers according to Jatcock (10). This

suggests the difficulty of using the normally versatile oleic acid
(anionic) as a collector. However �his is favorable in the cooking

stage due to the electrorepulsion of the ink particles and fiber,
which will serve to aid dispersion.
2.

Effect of hardness on the zeta p otential of UV-cured 1
The hardness of the ink suspension was controlled

by adding Cac12• The zeta potential was measured at 0-300 ppm
hardness.at pH 7.
-28-
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9

10 pH

Results

�able II. Effect of hardness on the zeta potential

hardness

zeta pot. (mV)

Discussion

0

of UV-cured ink.
50

-37.8

-12.3

100

-13.0

150

-6.4

200

-12.5

250

-12.5

300
-11.4

The addition of Cac12 did modify the surface charge
of the UV-cured ink. The first 50 ppm added brought the surface

charge of the ink from -37.8 mV up to -12.3 mv. The further add

ition of CaC12 did not change the surface charge of the ink.
The result was plotted in Fig. 2.
3.

Effect of Collector on brightness &·yield

The effect of the amount of collector on brightness

and yield was studied by using Pamak 4 {anionic,Hercules) as

a collector. The other conditions were given in the Experimental

procedure.

Results

sample
3.1

3.2

3.3
3.4

Table IIIEffect of amount of collector
collector%

bri-ghtness%
66.8

1

69.8

2

yield%
85
85

3

71.7

70

4

73.1

43

Discussion

· 1.i .

·. specks
.. .

many
many

many
few

It was shown that brightness increases as the amount

of collector added increased. However drastic decrease in yield
prevented the use of more collector. Even at the consistency
as low as 0.3% fiber flotation was still a problem. No ink
speck-free sheet was obtained.
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Effect of hardness

This experiment was carried out to study the effect

of hardness o� brightness & yield. 3% Pamak 4 was used as a

collector. Hardness was controlled by adding CaC12 to distilled
water.
Results

sample

Table IV Effect of hardness

4.1

hardness (ppm)

.o

brightness% yield% specks

·>:150

4.2

300

4.:5

Discussion

60.8

92

69.0

77

many

many

few

70

71.7

The brightness increased as hardness increased due to

better adsoption of collector on the UV-cured ink particle. However
there is a tradeoff in yield. The compromise here is hardness is

required for better absorption and brightness but is undesirable
because it decreases yield. In the presence of excess hardness,
there is more driving force toward the formation of the sticky

calcium oleate which leads to a decrease in yield.
5. Effect of type of collector

Differnet types of collector were used to float the

UV-cured ink. Bi-collector system using toluene as a co-collector
was also investigated

Table V Effect of Collector type

Results

sample

5.1
5.2

5.3

5.4

collector brightness% yield%

specks

2% Amine

72.1

90

many·

72

2% Pamak4

66.5

69.8

few

2% toluene

2% -to+2% Arni. 72.8

85

71

many
very·:·few

sample

collector

2% tol+ 2% Pamak 4

5.5.

Discussion

brightness
75.1

yield

speck
none

70

Toluene was found to be the worst collector with

respect to both yield and b�ightness. However, when used as a
co-collector with Pamak 4 the first ink speck-free sheet was

obtained at 70% yield. One possible explanation is toluene

being a solvent immiscible with water enhanced the hydrophobicity

of Pamak 4 and thus improving collecting effect. The synergystic
effect between toluene and Pamak 4 was found to be better than
toluene and Amine D. At 2% toluene the yield was 72 %, more

toluene addition would lead to severe yield loss.
6.

Effect of toluene

The effect of toluene as a co-collector was studied.

Different amount of toluene were used together with 2% Pamak 4.
Results

Table VI

Effect of amount of toluene�,-D.. :�

6.1

0

sample
6.2

Discussion.

6.3

toluene%

brightness 96
69.8

1

-73.5
75.0

2.

yield %
85

73.
70

'"

•··
" :

specks
many

very few
none

It was confirmed that toluene did increase the brightness

without much decrease in yield ( 3.4 cf 6.3). The advantage of -�
toluene ia proposed to be the increase in the hydrophobicity

of Pamak 4.
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% toluene

7.

Effect of cooking formula

Caustic soda was used for cooking agent instead of

sodium silicate to study the interaction between cooking chemical
and flotation chemicals.
Table VII

Results

sample

Comparison of soda & sodium silicate cook

cook

brightness%

7 .·1

sod. hydroxide

69.0

7.2

sodium silicate

75.0

yield%
71
70

specks
many
none

Discussion
Sticky calcium oleate which formed while using caustic
soda cook increased the fiber loss due to fiber flocculation and·
decrease the hydrophobicity needed to float the UV-cured ink.

Furthermore the depletion of hardness leads to higher electro

repulsive forces between ink particles and the collector •...
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
It was confirmed by experimental results that coated

magazine printed on two �ides with UV-cured ink can be deinked
satisfactorily by using sodium silicate-peroxide cook followed

by flotation using toluene and oleic acid as collectors. The

zeta potential of UV-cured ink was found to be negative contrary

to conventional carbon black. This charge is almost the same

magnitude as the cellulose fiber. SUrprisingly the experiments

showed that anionic collector (oleic acid) had better ink collecting
and bubble adhesion than a cationic collector (amine) • This

can be explained by the experimental results that in the presence

,
of calcium hardness, the zeta potential of UV-cured ink is increased

to a value that Van der Waal•s force overcomes the electrorepulsiv�

forces between the ink particle and the anionic collector. It

was found that brightness increased with increasing collector and

hardness. However there was a tradeof! between the brightness and
yield. Cooking with caustic soda proved to be undesirable while

using oleic acid as a collector because the sticky calcium oleate
formed tended to trap the fiber resulting in fiber notation and

decrease in yield. It should be noted that it was not possible to.
obtain an ink speck-free sheet using a single collector. The

best results were obtained when using toluene and oleic acid as

bi-collectors.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORKS

;
L

The results obtained in these investigations have

sufficed to determine the most promising areas for further

study. The flotation process has proved to be a versatile process

for deinking paper printed with UV-cured ink. However the

mechanism of the ink particle collection is not fully understood.

Decreasing consistency to 0.3% is not a best practical method to

solve fiber flotation. Sodium sulphite- sodium dithionite reducing

cook proposed by Ortner, Wood and Gartermann should be investigated.

Interactions between cooking chemicals and flotation deserves
some attentions. It was hoped that this study may be useful

for deinking of UV-cured ink.
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